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EDITOR'S MESSAGE

Laughters and Joy Around Us
Even though we are staying at home
again, there have been a few months of
happy school time since the new
semester. Everyone in the school enjoyed
the atmosphere despite the fact that our
faces were all covered with masks.
During these days, we actively explored
ways to not only learn but also gain fun
experiences such as Core Value Week,
pumpkin carving and form activities. In
our editorial special, you may also see
how the two Youde Scholarship awardees
strive for a balance between study and
fun to achieve excellence.

I believe that these experiences will be
helpful for HLCians to unlock their
potential. I hope that you can all gain
some insights from their experience.
Now, let’s flip over the pages and
check it out.

4B DONNA CHUNG
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Interviewing Youde
Scholarship Awardees

2A CHRISTY CHIU
REPORTER
2E HAYLEY SIN
REPORTER

We are honored to have invited two S.6 students who got excellent academic
results in school : 6B Calvin Tang and 6B Felix Chan to join us for an interview.
the other hand, Calvin was really active in
We started our conversation with a small On
to his service team and
talk in order to know more about their contributing
participating
in
activities. For
school life. Felix is very hardworking, and he example, he gaveextracurricular
hours
and
hours
of time to
strives to achieve outstanding academic Sagacity house, Public Speaking & Debate
Club,
results. He wanted to save his already and so on. We can see his school life is hectic
scarce spare time to relax and do but colorful. Of course, we cannot start without
something he was interested in, such as asking them tips for studying as we all need
photography.
them:
1.How do you keep your motivation in studying?
I need a good study environment
and learning atmosphere, and
with those, I can keep my
motivation to study.

Felix

P 4

2.How do you apply self-discipline, self-directed learning
and self-efficacy to your daily life?

To me, self-directed learning is
what I do all the time, and how I
sustain it is through selfdiscipline. In terms of self-directed
learning, I do revision every day for
different subjects. As for selfdiscipline, I have to control myself
using the internet and social media
in order to have better time
management.
Calvin

These can be applied to our daily
lives. A case in point is that selfdiscipline can be applied to
observing rules and laws. Selfdirected learning can be applied
to learning anything that you're
interested in, be it your personal
hobby or interests. Self-efficacy
can be applied to presentations or
group discussions, in which you
need to believe in your ability in a
bid to convince people of your
ideas. So, it is nothing but vital to
success.
Felix

3.What is the most challenging part you have faced in studying?

There is a huge amount of quizzes and homework that may
overwhelm students. In order to have time to destress, I need
to keep on improving my efficiency when I do revisions and
homework.
Felix
4.Do you feel disappointed or stressed when you don't meet your expectations
in the test or examination? If yes, how do you manage your emotions?

I would reset my
goal for myself and
work hard to
achieve that. Also, I
will find out the
problem and revise
my strategy.
Calvin

I will not focus on the previous test or
exam results but
achieve
better grades in thestrfutiveure.toI list
en to
music or take photos if I feel stress
Nothing is more relaxing than doied.
ng
what you love.
Felix
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5.How did you decide your electives to study in S4?
Did you ask anyone for help?

I chose Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics Module 2 since
these are my favourite subjects, and I was eager to learn everything
about maths and science. When I was deciding, I sought advice and
suggestions from my parents and teachers since the subjects are
believed to be anything but easy.
Felix
I chose Chemistry, Biology, Geography and M2, because I am
interested in both science and geography. I also deem that
the subjects suits my future university programmes choices.
I did discuss with some senior students about what it is like
studying that subject, and luckily my parents encouraged me
to choose the subjects I liked.
Calvin
6.Any advice for your schoolmates to be more
focused in lessons and when they should study?

I suggest finding a way to be
interested in the subjects
you study, so you can keep
the motivation up. To me, it's
tough to focus on something
that I don't like.
Felix
Divide your study into
sessions so you may rest
every half an hour. Put away
your phone during those
sessions. Keep yourself
undisturbed and you can
focus.
Calvin

Special thanks to our interviewees: 6B Felix Chan and 6B Calvin Tang
P 6

EVERY LITTLE CRAWL
INTER-SCHOOL
S WI MMI N G C O MP E T I T I O N

Have you ever wondered if all swimmers
have loved swimming all along? Even
though I can swim with ease now, that
was not the case when I was little.
When I was very young, I was scared of
water. Seeing how terrified I was, my
father encouraged me to face the
difficulty. I joined the swimming class
when I was three. Luckily, I met a good
coach who taught me patiently.

3D KANDRA KUNG
CONTRIBUTOR

To be honest, it was not a short and easy process to
turn me from a scared kid to a great fan of swimming.
Every swim and every piece of encouraging word
motivated me to excel in swimming. Thanks to the
inter-swimming competition, I practised even more to
build up my strength. To achieve this, I needed to
squeeze in time to go swimming from Monday to
Saturday while continuing my busy school schedule.
Although it was arduous, I felt the sense of
satisfaction every time I broke my personal best
record. I could feel myself being stronger and
improving continuously.
On the day of competition, I was so nervous that my legs
were shaking. The reason was that the coach encouraged
me to focus on breaking the personal record. As the
whistle was blown, I jumped into the pool with my
competitors. I was too nervous to perform normally. The
competitors from other schools were very strong as well.
In the end, I did not attain the speed I desired but I still
was awarded the Girls B Grade 200m Breaststroke 1st
Runner-up.
After the competition, I felt that I could have done
better but I was not regretful at all. On the contrary, I
should thank myself for the effort spent in the pool and
all the improvements I had in the training. I should pay
even more efforts after knowing my weakness. That’s
how great athletes improve themselves and I believe I
can get a better result next time.
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Pumpkin
Carving
1A OWEN WAN
CONTRIBUTOR

I think the most challenging part was that the knife for
carving the pumpkin wasn’t very sharp, so I changed my
way of using force and it worked! I learnt that everyone
has their own strengths and weaknesses. For example,
although I was very slow at carving, my teammates
Aidan and Thomas could be very quick. I think I will try
carving a pumpkin myself in the future because I want to
carve a bigger pumpkin with a sharper carving knife.
1D SUMMER WU
CONTRIBUTOR

During the pumpkin carving activity, the part that I
enjoyed most was sketching the face for the pumpkin
because sketching is my interest. However, I think the
most challenging part was carving the pumpkin because
it was too small and hard. To overcome this challenge, my
friends and I did it together. I was cutting the pumpkin
while they were holding it tightly. At the end, we made a
cute Jack O Lantern and I learnt the importance of
teamwork.
1A BERNICE LAM
CONTRIBUTOR

The part of the activity I enjoyed most was
the moment when our pumpkin was being
“dissected” by Owen. The most challenging
part was when I was trying to make a
perfect face using the pin and the toothpick
because the pumpkin kept moving and the
toothpicks kept breaking. I learned to work
together with my groupmates. It was a very
special experience.

P 8

Christmas
Activity
HLCIANS

Christmas reminds people of the
cold weather (though it may not
be the case for Hong Kong) and
the warmth shared by everyone
who celebrates it. This year was
no exception in our college as we
prepared colourful decorations
and a stage for the celebration
show despite being in the COVID19 situation. It is such a blessing
that the Christmas party was still
able to be held in such a dreadful
pandemic.
On that day, as an audience, I
enjoyed the students' hard work.
Every moment was truly enjoyable.
Beautiful Christmas songs were
sung by students as the college
hall was embroidered with the
performers' excellent executions
and angelic voices. We thanked
our performers' great effort by
rounds of laughter and thunderous
applause. For me, the celebration
indeed ended on a high note with
the most looked-forward acapella
team performance.

4C CHRISTINA SUNG
REPORTER
ARE

COMING

TO

TOWN

"Secret Santa" is the part that can't be left out on Christmas.
We didn't manage to interact with our classmates as much as
we used to, but the process of buying and receiving gifts
somehow shortened our distance from one another. Under the
instructions of Mr Leo Lau, our form teacher, everyone ended
up receiving great gifts. For me, I think that it will be a forever
memorable moment as we put a lot of thought in buying gifts.
It's been a tough year for everyone. Through Christmas, I hope
everyone can be healed and find hope through this tough time
together. While we may not be able to take off our mask to
reveal our smiles and spread joy, the most warm hearted
Christmas celebration is the best validation of the heartfelt
care and warmth expressed by every HLCian.
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LEARNING CAN BE FUN
THE SCHOOL CULTURE DAY

The School Culture Day encourages students to
participate in various tailor-made cultural activities.
These activities aim to broaden the students'
exposure and complement their life and learning with
culture in terms of music and art.
This year, we can finally stay at the hall again to enjoy
music echoing in the hall.

During the orchestra performance, not only
could we learn how to change the
atmosphere of a piece of music by a few
keys, but also how to work together with
teammates to play amusing pieces.

The theme of this year's Culture Day is "Music For
Millions". We invited the Hong Kong Music Office from
LCSD to perform some pieces of Ludwig Van
Beethoven, a well-known German composer.
They used string instruments like violins and violas to
indicate emotions from depression to delight. For
example, they used a well-known piece, Symphony No.
9, ' ode de joy', that filled the atmosphere with joy and
hoped to represent happiness. Moreover, there were
more of Beethoven's masterpieces to retell their
origins, such as a story of a prince and a princess! I
was impressed with the orchestra performance!

For sure, a school culture day is not only
held in HLC. However, the process of this
year's school culture day was fascinating.
So last but not least, let music fully
assimilate into our lives!
What may be the theme of next year's
School Culture Day? This is the part I look
forward to most.

2E ISSAC SIN
REPORTER

P 1 0

CARING FOR OUR EARTH
CORE VALUE WEEK

Core Value Week was successfully held on the 6th
of December. It aimed to familiarize students with
fair trade by explaining the examples in life. There
have been interactive theatre performance, S.6
thanks giving activities and so on. Yet, here is the
most impressive experience.
What is Fairtrade? You may ask. Fairtrade is a
system of certification. It improves the working
environment of producers and the community
economy through the power of consumers.
This special class is arranged in the Citizenship and
Social Development lesson. The teacher gave an
instance on how selling a $30 coffee should be
distributed among the farmers, suppliers and
retailers. Some students said that it should be
evenly distributed while some thought retailers
should get the most money because they spend
money on advertising. Others said that the majority
of money should be allocated to farmers because
they provide the most important raw material:
coffee beans. Finally, the teacher announced the
answer. In reality, farmers will only get 0.003% of
the money, which is a cent. We were shocked by the
Also, we learnt to upcycle coffee ground by results and felt pity for their unjust treatment.
turning it into a magical body scrub made of
the leftover ground and coconut oil. We
needed to mix the ground and coconut oil. We
also realise that there are many uses for
coffee grounds. Did you know that coffee
ground can unclog the drain pipe or remove
stains and grease?

These splendid activities let us experience the fun
of making scrubs ourselves and made us realise that
the raw materials produced should not be wasted. I
hope every student has gained something fruitful
through this meaningful event and pay attention to
the happenings of the surrounding!
4D MANDY SUEN
REPORTER
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Inter-house UNO Competition

Engaging in
4B JEREMY LI
REPORTER

The bond between students and teachers is
awe-inspiring in our school. It is demonstrated
by the 4-house teachers and students UNO
competition. Many of the teachers and students
participated and had a great deal of fun.
Organized on the 16th of December,
the UNO competition was held with
massive support and enthusiasm from
teachers and students. Normally
reserved as a venue for academic
purposes, SAC now had desks put
together, with a deck of UNO on top.
Each group of contestants consists
of two pairs made up of a teacher and
a student. When someone wins, the
remaining hand of the other three
players will be counted towards the
score gained by the winner. “Every
man for himself” didn’t work here.
Only those who strategically helped
their teammates made it to the finals.

I interviewed Henry from 4B, one of the participants in
the event. He said that it was a great pleasure to have
taken part in it, and he had a great time despite being
eliminated from the game. He made a lot of new
friends and deepened his friendship with students and
teachers. He will definitely take part in it again if this
activity will be held next year.

P 1 2

S4 Extended
Programme
4B YANIS MIU
CONTRIBUTOR

4B ASTER SIU
CONTRIBUTOR

For the past few months, we have
been attending the S4 extended
programme. It is a programme for
high achievers in which we get to
know more about students from
international schools through
cultural exchange.
Every time before we meet them,
we will have meetings for
arranging the rundown and
deciding what events to host. We
are separated into different
groups for taking turns to host
several game sessions. During the
preparations, we have to make
sure that not only are the
activities interactive but also most
importantly, fun. At the end of the
day, we just want an enjoyable
experience for both parties.

Throughout this programme, it
helped us improve our English
speaking skills since we only use
English with teachers or classmates
in the academic context on normal
school days. However, having small
talks with international school
students can allow us to be more
comfortable when speaking English.
On the other hand, it also helped us
find a better way to cooperate with
others. During the preparations, we
all had to make sure that everything
was
carefully
planned
and
everything would go smoothly
during the event. Although we faced
some difficulties, such as certain
disagreements, we communicated
well by expressing our own ideas to
perfect the rundown and make it
easier for us to follow.

We have had a lot of fun and
memorable moments together.
Especially when we were
playing
charades,
the
atmosphere at that time was
really intense along with a lot of
laughter as everyone was trying
their best to give hints to their
groupmates so they could
guess the correct answers. All
of us, who were usually quite
shy
when
it
came
to
interactions with others, were
unusually more active than
before! It felt like a game that
allowed us to step out of our
comfort zones and to simply
have fun!
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The Meaningful Inter-House Video Contest
In one Friday assembly session in early
December, students were shown short
films made by the four houses.
Sagacity House, Acuity House, and
Rationality House made films about
racial-discrimination. What is thought
to be a harmless remark can be
seriously hurtful to an ethnic minority
person. Moreover, it was really sad to
know that some people tend to put all
the blame for their troubles on the
“outsider”. Why should appearance and
skin colour be this problematic? We
should all be aware of our speech and
deeds so as not to hurt anyone, and
we have to learn to be open and
inclusive.
Unlike the other houses, Probity
house's video called for attention to
global warming. Despite the
seriousness of the topic, their video
was funny.

P 1 4

4B VIENNA LAU
REPORTER

Nothing beats seeing the teacherguests playing the star-crossed polar
bear couple. If we continue our wasteful
habits, we would not only be hurting all
those beautiful polar bears in the
arctic, but also dooming the world and
our future.
These videos are meant for us to know
more about what we are facing
nowadays. The filming process is hard
and tiring. but the house committees
want to let HLCians know more about
current issues around the world. That
aim alone is worth all the hard work.
Here, we congratulate all the prize
winners of the video contest.

P 1 4
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PEER COUNSELOR
DAY CAMP
4D ANGEL HANG
CONTRIBUTOR

5E JIMMY YIN
CONTRIBUTOR

Hi Angel, it seems like you had a great
experience in the peer counsellor day
camp too.

Yes, Jimmy. I did. We played a lot of
games there, and we did enjoy them,
didn’t we?

A

True. The camp serves as a precious opportunity for us,
peer counsellors, to learn more about leadership and
teamwork. It was the chance to know more about
ourselves and our members, and get ready for the
service we are offering in this academic year.

Indeed. With this meaningful purpose in mind, we have
played a lot of team-building games. The most impressive
one for me is matching cards. Several cards were placed
face down on the table. We were divided into two groups,
and we needed to pair the same number of cards together
accurately and efficiently, which heavily required our
teamwork and cooperation. While excitement flared with
the timer counting down, I have learned in the process how
to be a good team player and a good leader using effective
communication and strategies to lead my teammates to
victory. In brief, I believe that cooperation is of utmost
importance working in a team, and that leads us to
success in all kinds of tasks. What about you, Jimmy?
P 1 6

J

I am glad you have learned much about teamwork in this camp. It
seems that all the heat we bore that day paid off. For me, the icebreaking self-introduction game was the most impressive part of
the camp.
As you can recall, each student had to introduce themselves and
talk about themselves, like their habits and hobbies, to let others
know more about them. Soon after, we tried to get into groups
with people having the same habits within minutes.
We also got the chance to explain our preferences. I think this
activity allowed me to know more about my friends and my
teammates, no matter if they are in senior or junior form. I can’t
wait to cooperate with them on a deeper level and work together
to serve my schoolmates as a peer counsellor.

Wow, it sounds like we both had a lot of great
experiences. I wish I had the camp again.

Who doesn’t? Nevertheless, we are also looking
forward to meeting our dear schoolmates in the
upcoming school events that we will be helping
with.
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THE MUSIC
COPYRIGHT TALK
THE PRELUDE OF THE LONG
AWAITED

Chatters and joy echoed in the hallways as
students lined up and went to the college hall. It
was as if everyone was waiting for this muchneeded break and sharing from a professional.
Within a few minutes, all the students had
already sat down quietly and were more than
ready for the Music Copyright Talk. As the hall
fell silent with suspense building up, the MCs
came out; at that point, everyone knew the longawaited was about to commence.

THE ENTREE

We all learned many intriguing facts about
Music Copyright during the talk. Ranging from
its long history to the day-to-day examples of
the use of copyright, we all had much more
insight about the topic than when we came in.
Everywhere you looked, students’ heads were
lifted and following the expert’s every word. The
serious concentration is a sign of a good talk
and an interesting one. Throughout the 30
minutes, we all absorbed the knowledge like a
sponge absorbing water—no wonder we were so
pumped after the event.
5B ANTON YU
REPORTER
P 1 8

MORE SUSPENSE

The MCs' high energy and zealousness was just
the beginning of the much-anticipated.
Dialogues and interactions embedded in their
introduction made the suspense grow even
more. They first introduced themselves and
started with a few refreshing melodies. And
long before listening to enough singing, they
already introduced the guest for today’s event.
Due to the pandemic, the guest could not arrive
in our college hall and give us a live sharing.
However, everything was just as good, if not
better. At the moment the broadcast started, it
felt as if the time suddenly passed slowly and
that the luck from waking up from the right side
of the bed was going to hit us with a massive
wave. Everything is and will be beyond fabulous!

A HUGE PATH FOR
SCIENTIFIC FUTURE
HONG KONG SCIENCE FAIR COMPETITION

2E HAYLEY SIN
REPORTER

In November, four groups of our schoolmates participated in a Science competition called the HK Science Fair
Competition. It was a competition that provided a platform for students to showcase their creative talents. The aim
was to bring about young people's best efforts by challenging them to apply their knowledge of science and
creativity to solve various problems in life.
I was in the "Dye Detectors" group with my friends Joyce, Callie, and Toby. We tried to make an app to distinguish
industrial dyes and food dyes and prevent people from eating toxic foods.
Firstly, we used paper chromatography to do the experiments to observe the patterns, shades, and separation of
dyes. Then, we started working on the animation to introduce our product. I would say that's the most complicated
yet essential part of the whole project, as we must be familiar with what we were editing during the process. After
spending more than 10 hours on this step, we successfully created a 3-minute video. Lastly, our teachers helped us
with the PowerPoint for the detailed introduction about our product's targets, benefits, and competitive advantages.
After three weeks of hard work, we finally finished our project. During this period, we learned a lot of science
knowledge from different groups' work and learned team spirit. It was the best teamwork experience ever! Also, I
must thank our science teachers for spending a lot of time helping us. They always needed to stay till 6 pm with us in
the Chemistry lab.
On the 14th of December, we received the results. Although my group didn't make it into the victory, I was pleased to
see one of my friends receiving the merit award. When we got this news, all of us were cheerful. We were really
thankful to receive generous help from Mr. Leo Lam, Mr. Wilson Yeung and Mr. Ken Lee.
If there is also a Science competition in the future,
we will participate and look forward to having
another chance to unlock our potential.
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Literature in English:
In this year, which is full of new and unique learning programmes, we are
finally able to study a rare subject in Hong Kong: Literature in English.
English literature is a vast ocean and we navigate it sea by sea. The ones we
have learnt so far were the Bible and romantic poetry. Currently, we are
learning about how to discuss movies in an analytical, smart-sounding way.
For any reader who’s wondering why we had to learn the Bible, in a few words, the Bible is one of the key
monuments in western literary traditions, which has inspired and influenced a multitude of literary works. A great
example is how narratives in the Book of Genesis are referenced in ‘A Poison Tree’ by William Blake, which
alludes to the tree that Adam and Eve ate from.
These stories are really interesting to begin with and are definitely an eye opener.
From time to time, we have sessions called student-led lessons, where students share their learning summary with
the help of Powerpoint slides. The information that we have presented are about the major topics in the syllabus
and they are within the exam scope.

4D VICFIELD CHAN
CONTRIBUTOR
Many people think that literature is very scary and
requires the learner to be highly proficient in the
English language. Admittedly, there is some truth
in this, because you are constantly learning new
literary devices every day. But after devoting some
hours into the subject, the learning flow becomes a
routine and you can find enjoyment in interpreting
poems because it is open ended and there is no
certain right or wrong answer. You feel like you’re
flexing sometimes when you go back to your
normal English writing. It is challenging and
rewarding, especially if you like English.

P 2 0

a whole new world
4B YANIS MIU
CONTRIBUTOR
To be completely honest, buy more pens for this
subject. The first few times I did poem analysis, I
used up two pens within a short span. Compared to
English, literature is a complicated subject due to
having to analyse and interpret various works, which
we’ve never done before. However, it is also quite a
fascinating subject, for you get to explore more about
poems and what literary devices are used. Moreover,
poems are usually interpreted with some degree of
your own understanding, so you have a lot of
freedom when you study English Literature.
Furthermore, you get to learn about some of the
historical backgrounds of each literary period and
how they influenced the poems written within them.
For example, we learnt how the industrial revolution
can sometimes be referenced in William Blake’s
poetry. Not only that, literature is a subject that
requires a lot of details when you explain a text.
When you interpret a poem, you have to give
concrete proof from the poem and explain with
reference to the cultural and historical context that
made you interpret it the way you did. So don’t feel
guilty about writing too much. I definitely would
recommend this subject to people who like English
and enjoy reading about history.

4B DONNA CHUNG
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I believe that many of us have a fear of writing, especially when it comes to English Literature - it is an unknown realm
where you need to know how to tackle the writing which combines analysis and interpretation. In the first two months
of studying this subject, I was like a hopeless girl stuck on a deserted island without the knowledge to survive. Luckily,
our teacher Mr Hizon taught us patiently and now I feel comfortable reading poems and enjoy collaboratively doing
poem analysis with my classmates, Vicfield and Yanis. It is a great learning experience as you get to learn another level
of English such as various types of stylistic devices like Euphony and Cacophony, making it an enigmatic but
adventurous journey. For instance, William Blake’s “The Chimney Sweeper” contrasts the inhumane and cruel
treatment of British child labor during the 18th century and the joyful, natural life that children deserve. To me, I would
treat Literature as a history book that lets the reader have a glimpse of the historical contexts, and works from
prominent writers such as William Shakespeare and William Blake are nothing but fascinating. I would suggest people
who are passionate about literature and are willing to take a challenge to go discover the whole new world of literature
and unlock their potential.
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CANTO
POP

THE STARS WHO
ONCE SHONE

All of us may have experienced ups and
downs in our life. Have you ever tried
listening to a song that comforted you ?
In the world of Canto-pop, numerous
extraordinary singers contributed to Hong
Kong Music-culture so much.
In the 70s, Canto-pop was popularised by
Sam, Hui Koon-Kit ( 許 冠 傑 ). His songs are
known for being written in vernacular
Cantonese. This innovative idea inspired
the later generations till today, and it
made a lasting impression deeply in Hong
Kongers’ hearts. One of his well-known
songs is named 'bun gan baat loeng' ( 半 斤
八 兩 , literally ‘Half a Catty Eight Taels’).
It describes the sorrowful inner voice of
an employee, which resonated with many
honest hardworking people around Hong
Kong.
In the 80s, Leslie Cheung was regarded as
an influential singer around Asian
countries. At that time, he became a
household name all over Asia. His waves
of followers were not bound by country
borders and it shows how Hong Kong
Music-culture had a far-reaching
influence over the music industry in Asia.
The song I like the most from Leslie is
'For Your Heart Only'. Have you ever
listened to it?

P 2 2

4B MARGARET CHOI
REPORTER
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ICAS ASSESSMENTS 2021
ICAS

MEDAL

WINNER

MATHEMATICS

IN

-

FORM

1

ENGLISH

劉鴻志
FAMILY FIRST -JL 全港三人籃球邀請賽
3B

SECOND RUNNER UP

(21)

LIU

PETER

HONG

ZHI

女子組

U14
1E

SES2021@YUEN LONG - SE LAB: 2ND
YOUTH POWER. COMMUNITY INNOVATION
CASE COMPETITION

CHEUK

2C

(8)

LAI

WAI

2C

(11)

LOK
2E

HIU

YU

TUNG

(NATALIE)

(CHERISE)

YING

YAN

LAM

(MAVIS)

李綽潼

黎卉瑜

5D

5D

古欣霖

5D

HIU

(10

4B

CHAU
4B

HIU

CHERRY

周曉澄

TSOI

WING

(DONNA)

(10)

SIU

WING

TUNG

(ASTER)

「班際閱讀獎」 月
(10

)

4B

「班際閱讀獎」 月
(10

)

2C1

「班際閱讀獎」 月
(10

3C6

)

鍾采穎

蕭泳桐

(CABBY)

譚心悅

TSZ

KWAN

(MATTHEW)

(18)
HIN

YUAN

(LINUS)

方祉坤

曾瓛元

PHENOMENAL PARTICIPATION
5B

5B

(6)

CHUNG
4B

CHING

譚曉童

HAZEL

YUET

周紀彤

(16)

(15)
CHUNG

YAT

ENDERS

(19)
HASAN

莫峻然
胡敬希

(21)

WOO

KING

5B

(22)

YU

CHI

HEI

YUEN

鄭仲仁

梁逸朗

LONG(VICTOR)

MOHAMMAD
5B

YAN

(27)

LEUNG

(1)

TUNG

SUM

TSANG

5B

)

(TIFFANY)

(9)

CHENG

智愛學習中文平台
「優秀學員獎」 月

TUNG

(8)

TAM
5D

KEI

FONG

駱曉瑩

(NICOLE)

(3)

KOO

(2)

CHOU

TAM

(5)

LEE

5D

(KINGSTON)

ANTON

余致遠

INTER-HOUSE SHORT VIDEO CONTEST

冠軍
亞軍
「最有創意短片」
「最具資訊性影片」
「最佳表達」
「最有團隊精神」
「最受歡迎影片奬」
-

S

HOUSE

-

R

HOUSE

-

-

S

P

HOUSE
-

R

HOUSE

HOUSE
-

A

HOUSE

-

P

HOUSE
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SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER
GOOD ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY
1B,
2A,
3B,
4B,

1C,
2C,
3C,
4D,

1E
2E
3E
4E

ACTIVE LEARNING CLASSES
1B, 2C, 3A, 4E, 5A
MI AWARD WINNERS (2020-2021)
PERFORMING ARTIST
1D

(25)

KWOK

YAT

LONG

(SUNNY)

ATHLETE
2B

(2)

CHAN
3B

WANGHEI

(HAYLEY)

(3)

CHENG

KWAN

YIU

(AMY)

郭逸朗
陳泓熙

鄭鈞瑤

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR
5B

(11)

FUNG

YU

CHING

P 2 6

(STANLEY)

馮諭正
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